
Mirka® STYRO Concept
For Painted Stucco (Popcorn 
Ceiling) and leveling insulation
Removing Painted Stucco is challenging, as paint adheres to the stucco and 
acts as a sealant.  Mirka introduces a new, dust-free,  clean solution called the 
STYRO Concept,  especially designed for painted Stucco as well as 
leveling insulation panels (EPS and XPS).

By combining the ergonomic LEROS/ LEROS-S 950CV wall sanders with the 
new STYRO backing pad, interface and Iridium STYRO abrasive disc – 
the sanding becomes easy, clean and fast. 

 Better extraction - Large particles can be extracted using new STYRO
backing pad with a new hole system.

 High stock removal -  Mirka's premium abrasive, Iridium, ensures fast
results with its high stock removal rate and STYRO hole configuration.

 Clean working environment - Avoidance of contamination of the EPS
material through optimized extraction.

 Faster - Large backing pad sands large surface areas faster.
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Mirka® STUCCO Premium Kit
Sanding tool & Dust extractor + Backing pad / Interface / Abrasive

Mirka® LEROS & LEROS-S 
Get the perfect finish with Mirka® 
LEROS 950CV. A Unique brushless 
wall and ceiling sanders designed for 
effortless sanding of large surfaces. The 
LEROS-S  has two grip points and is 
light, balanced and easy to handle. Use 
together with DE 1230M for dust-free 
sanding.

Dust Extractor AFC 1230

The professional HEPA certified Dust 
extractor has a high performance  
motor and turbine, which creates 250 
mbar vacuum and 4500 l/min air flow. 
The Auto-Start function increases life-
time of the motor and reduces noise.  
The Auto-Filter Cleaning keeps the 
filter cleaned for better performance. 

STYRO Backing pad
Mirka® STYRO 9" backing pad suits 
Mirka® LEROS/ LEROS-S 950CV 
brushless wall sanders when 
sanding painted Stucco and 
polystyrene insulation boards 
(e.g. XPS/EPS). Use together with 
other Mirka STYRO Concept 
products.  

STYRO Interface

The Styro Interface has large holes 
that improve extraction capability for 
large particles. Its soft structure is 
made for reaching optimal sanding 
result on Stucco surfaces.
This interface is only to be used with 
Iridium STYRO 8 holes discs. 

Iridium STYRO Abrasive

Iridium STYRO abrasive was developed
for sanding painted Stucco and polystyrene. 
Large holes improve extraction capability for 
large particles. Premium paper backing and 
precision coating for remarkable flexibility 
and excellent sanding grain adhesion, 
featuring a mix of ceramic & A/O grains.

+ +

STYRO parts 

Backing Pad

Interface

Abrasive (grit 40-80)
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